Joint maintenance facility is Iowa’s first

The Cedar Valley Transportation Center (CVTC) is the first three-entity joint maintenance facility in Iowa. The facility is shared by Floyd County, Charles City, and the Iowa DOT.

How it began
Floyd County and Iowa DOT officials began discussing a joint maintenance facility in 1995. The initial idea was to build a shared salt storage facility. Through discussion of the benefits of facility sharing, the idea was expanded to a joint facility for vehicle and highway maintenance and storage.

Charles City’s existing facilities, located in a flood plain, suffered flooding in 1993 and 1999, so Charles City was invited to join the venture.

Land was purchased for the location of the facility in 1998, and construction plans began.

A cooperative effort
To manage this joint project, a “joint powers board” was created. The board was established under section 28E of the Iowa Code to conduct all business of the CVTC. Board members are

- former Floyd County Engineer Lyle Laartz
- current Floyd County Engineer Dusten Rolando
- Charles City Director of Public Works/City Engineer Dan Barrett
- Iowa DOT Area Maintenance Manager Mark Black

Dan Barrett discusses the Joint Powers Board: “What is exciting about this process is we are an independent board. We are a legal entity that has been formed to act as a governing body for this facility.”

Because this project is the first of its kind in Iowa, the board is still developing many procedures for managing costs related to the joint facility. Each entity still issues its own employees’ paychecks, but a budget is being developed that will address the cost of shared expenses. The board is developing a billing, trade, or barter process to manage the costs of working on each other’s systems.
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The main building of the new facility is approximately 50,000 square feet and houses about 40 employees representing all three entities. The facility includes 42 vehicle bays: 15 for the Iowa DOT, 15 for Floyd county, 11 for Charles City, and one unassigned.

Construction plans have begun for additional buildings, including
• a fueling station with canopy, six pumps, and tracking system
• a salt, brine, and sand storage building that will store a winter's supply of materials
• a cold storage building

Cost and convenience
This project resulted in approximately $753,000 in savings compared to construction costs for building three separate facilities. The division of the main building construction costs is based on each entity's space needs; the storage building construction costs are based on each entity's consumption needs.

Many of the inventories will be handled by the Iowa DOT, and each entity will be charged costs based on consumption. Currently, Charles City is paying up front for all common costs such as utilities, contracted services, and building operations. The other two entities are reimbursing Charles City for their portion of the costs, based on percentage of space used.

Each entity is equipping its own offices. Some other items will be shared, including
• road maintenance engineering professionals
• repair, bulk fuel, and chemical inventories
• large quantity volume discounts
• road maintenance equipment, trucks, and vehicles
• information, research, training, and expertise
• computers, weather systems, communications, and technology

Keys to success
Dan Barrett says that, for the board, “The biggest challenge was to have the courage to be independent of all three bureaucracies and try to take the best options available during construction and setting up the operational policies.

"One of the best things we did was to set up committees of front line employees.”

Dan Barrett
Charles City Engineer